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 To many Americans, it feels these days like politics has 
become an arena for extremists and elites to show off how much 
they can hurt the other side. The average American is left stuck 
in the middle without a voice. What happened to “power to the 
people?”  

 Political polarization, or an increasing divide across the 
political aisle, has been studied in the U.S. for decades as a reason 

STUCK IN THE MIDDLE: 
THE EXTREMES PULLING AMERICA APART

WHERE DO POLITICAL OPINIONS COME FROM?

 How did America get this way? To start, we might think of where we think political attitudes come 
from in the first place. People often think of their political opinions as the result of some rational thought 
process—you weigh costs and benefits, try to do the “right thing,” and use “common sense,” right? This 
makes it easy to wonder how others could possibly reach different conclusions about politics. Maybe 
they are stupid or immoral? However, research has shown a lot of factors outside of our control shape 
and influence how we think about politics. The idea of “common sense” is somewhat of a myth when you 
think about all the different factors that make some things “make sense” to some people but not others.

Interested in the history behind American 
polarization and how we study it?

Check out this video: 
https://youtu.be/uQRjnM9hQDk 

(Runtime 6:10)

for why American politics seems so dominated by extremist and power-hungry voices. There are two 
types of polarization that have been studied. 

 “Ideological polarization” is the degree to which Democrats 
and Republicans are drifting farther apart over time in their 
policy opinions (attitudes toward welfare, immigration, abortion, 
taxes, for example). In terms of elites, it is clear that Congress 
has indeed ideologically polarized significantly over time. 
Republicans and Democrats in Congress are farther apart in their 
voting on issues like abortion, business regulation, immigration, 
gun rights, and the like than ever before. Yet when it comes to the 

Today’s political parties and their leaders 
seem central the increase in polarization. 

How did the U.S. become like this? 
This brief video explains:

https://youtu.be/u7JBXja7SAY
(Runtime 3:29)

public, the evidence is mixed, with some arguing they are and others arguing they are not. Either way, 
polarization among elites certainly seems to outpace polarization in the public—the average American 
is not ideologically extreme and, in fact, tends to despise politics all together. 

Curious about what drives affective 
polarization?

This short video may answer some of 
your questions:

https://youtu.be/cGzzs72W1LQ 
(Runtime 2:50)

 “Affective polarization” is the term scholars use for the 
increasing animosity we are seeing in the U.S. across the political 
aisle. Now, more than ever, Americans express intense animosity 
and intolerance toward the “other side” politically. This means 
that the division in American politics is spreading beyond just 
disagreements about laws and policies. It is getting personal. Over 
40% of Americans think a civil war is likely within the next decade. 

Yet despite the narrative that the country is evenly split, most Americans 
just hate politics all together. There is such a thing as false polarization, 
or the tendency to overestimate how polarized the country is because of 
what we see on the news and through social media. The fact is that more 
and more Americans are having their voices muted as an extreme few 
have theirs amplified. Scholars tend to agree increased polarization is a 
significant threat to American democracy.

So, are we more polarized than 
ever before?

Bob Bordone sums up some of 
the research: 

https://youtu.be/QvVjpc5xMRk
(Runtime 8:27)

https://youtu.be/uQRjnM9hQDk
https://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=58mpCwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PR7&dq=polarization+dw+nominate+poole&ots=Z4O96fC0Ht&sig=GdqeDYNKB-9uZj2togwFeTM9MQA#v=onepage&q=polarization%20dw%20nominate%20poole&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=58mpCwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PR7&dq=polarization+dw+nominate+poole&ots=Z4O96fC0Ht&sig=GdqeDYNKB-9uZj2togwFeTM9MQA#v=onepage&q=polarization%20dw%20nominate%20poole&f=false
https://youtu.be/u7JBXja7SAY
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1017/S0022381608080493
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev.polisci.11.053106.153836
https://youtu.be/cGzzs72W1LQ 
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev-polisci-051117-073034
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11109-022-09784-4
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/ajps.12152
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/ajps.12152
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/aug/29/us-civil-war-fears-poll
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/aug/29/us-civil-war-fears-poll
https://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=F4pZEAAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PR9&dq=krupnikov+hate+politics&ots=9lfV8snlao&sig=WI664Ms2AC4ta8HvfWX5k7NDd4E#v=onepage&q=krupnikov%20hate%20politics&f=false
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2352250X21000749
http://brightlinewatch.org/american-democracy-on-the-eve-of-the-2022-midterms/
http://brightlinewatch.org/american-democracy-on-the-eve-of-the-2022-midterms/
https://youtu.be/QvVjpc5xMRk
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 Generally, political attitudes are thought of as the product of 
the Person and the Environment (or as researchers tend to call it, 
“P x E”). Some “P” factors include: personality traits like openness, 
conscientiousness, and agreeableness, values like individualism and 
egalitarianism, and authoritarianism, or a high valuation of authority, 
rules, and conformity. Even genetic heritability has been shown to 
play some role in political orientation. 

 On the other hand, some “E” factors include: demographic factors 
like race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, income/class, and age, 
as well as socialization factors like media (TV, newspaper, social 
media), church, school, and especially, our parents. Even seemingly 
unrelated events or conditions like the weather, whether the home 
football team wins, the gender of one’s siblings, or one’s draft 
lottery number (during the Vietnam War) have been shown to 
indirectly affect people’s political opinions.

How do personality traits affect 
our political beliefs?  

Dr. Dannagal Young studies this 
topic and offered her views in a 

recent interview:
https://youtu.be/XoKqboxZMDo 

(Runtime 6:12)

Genetic and biological causes of political views were 
recently discussed on “Star Talk” with Neil deGrasse Tyson.

https://youtu.be/BAc8MKTjC5E
(Runtime 3:32)

How can we study genetic heritability and politics?
This short video explains:

https://youtu.be/vBhx2XUvQbU
(Runtime 3:25) 

For a fuller explanation of political 
socialization watch this short video: 

https://youtu.be/dpwlW8Egnn4
(Runtime 4:53)

WHERE DOES POLARIZATION COME FROM?

 With all the different places political attitudes come from, it is no surprise there is a lot of disagreement. 
But people can disagree without hating each other, right? So where does political polarization, particularly 
affective polarization, come from?

The Human Mind and Cognitive Biases

Basic neuroscience: The human brain is like other muscles in that areas of the brain activated frequently 
are strongest and most o be activated again in similar circumstances. The brain seeks to conserve energy, 
and so takes the path of least resistance whenever possible. If a certain way of thinking is repeatedly 
activated, it becomes stronger. 

We humans believe we make rational 
decisions, but those decisions are subject to 
as many as 130 cognitive biases, as depicted 

on the Cognitive Bias Codex.  

To view the codex in high resolution, visit: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/

File:Cognitive_bias_codex_en.svg

Want to learn more about 
cognitive biases? 

See this video:
https://youtu.be/8_i3LhBO-rk

(Runtime 3:48) 

Further, Ryan Chapman uses a 
drawing to explain how this relates  

to polarization:
https://youtu.be/4eHi-HKLBFo

(Runtime 9:27)

https://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=J6ggAwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PR9&dq=personalty+politics+mondak&ots=_sfmmJVdCI&sig=nV5lhV7u-1J6RN-Z9QBHsmZasWI#v=onepage&q=personalty%20politics%20mondak&f=false
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2111130?casa_token=GlouiWLTGYIAAAAA%3AT3txwl_qDt_KntQF5Jlje1OtU0DTc_41FGk4u_o1IldkLdfr80UAlw32GEMqwXtgtqxcuWG7FoAdq-5D-p5h2K7ON6rWOzYWMZJ_yTMMahigCWAdHfY
https://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=Z6lvDwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PP1&dq=prius+hetherington+&ots=Uy4mr3bBRT&sig=C7DBXOxiRTuCr6-4NN6YaksScAE#v=onepage&q=prius%20hetherington&f=false
https://www.taylorfrancis.com/books/mono/10.4324/9780203112137/predisposed-john-alford-kevin-smith-john-hibbing
https://academic.oup.com/edited-volume/28179/chapter-abstract/213038148?redirectedFrom=fulltext\
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1017/S0022381612000448
https://www.pnas.org/doi/abs/10.1073/pnas.1007420107
https://www.pnas.org/doi/abs/10.1073/pnas.1007420107
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1017/S0022381613000996
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/american-political-science-review/article/abs/caught-in-the-draft-the-effects-of-vietnam-draft-lottery-status-on-political-attitudes/37B0E3788769BF032C516E6F93794F97
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/american-political-science-review/article/abs/caught-in-the-draft-the-effects-of-vietnam-draft-lottery-status-on-political-attitudes/37B0E3788769BF032C516E6F93794F97
https://youtu.be/XoKqboxZMDo
https://youtu.be/BAc8MKTjC5E
https://youtu.be/vBhx2XUvQbU
https://youtu.be/dpwlW8Egnn4
https://www.sog.unc.edu/sites/www.sog.unc.edu/files/course_materials/Cognitive Biases Codex.pdf
https://press.princeton.edu/ideas/is-the-human-brain-a-biological-computer
https://youtu.be/8_i3LhBO-rk
https://youtu.be/4eHi-HKLBFo
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cognitive_bias_codex_en.svg
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For an in-depth look at the impact of social media consider watching these two videos.

You decide.

o Social Categorization and Social Identity

• Humans are innately wired to simplify the social world into “ingroups” (groups we belong to) 
and “outgroups” (groups we do not belong to) to reduce uncertainty and anxiety. Being part of a 
group helps us make sense of the world and feel like we belong. 

• Humans even tend to want the ingroup to be dominant over the outgroup even if equality 
between the groups would be better for everyone overall. 

How does confirmation bias affect 
political decisions?

Here’s a good explanation: 
https://youtu.be/jOjIAiJCNIk

(Runtime 3:31)

Want to know more about 
unconscious bias?

Watch this short video:
https://youtu.be/OQGIgohunVw

(Runtime 3:12)

Or, see how people deal with being 
aware of their own biases:

https://youtu.be/Bq_xYSOZrgU
(Runtime 8:48)

• We see associations between negative traits and outgroups 
even when no actual association exists. These associations 
are automatic (exist subconsciously) and resilient (resistant 
to change).

o Biased assimilation and confirmation bias are tendencies 
related to people interpreting information in a manner that fits 
their own desired conclusions or favors the ingroup. Selective 
exposure is the tendency to only engage with sources of 
information that are seen as fulfilling these same goals. 

o Moral disengagement involves seeing the outgroup as having 
fundamentally different morals, and it is a common consequence 
of severe ingroup-outgroup categorization. It has been shown to 
be central to affective polarization and dehumanization of 
the political outgroup as individuals switch to seeing the other 
side as “bad actors.”

o Social sorting is when identities like race, religion, and ideology all become aligned with a political 
party. Today, more than in the past, Republicans are most likely to be white, non-Hispanic, Christian 
conservatives and Democrats are most likely to be non-white, Hispanic, non-Christian liberals.

o “Negative partisanship” has become the norm in the United States, whereby who people vote for 
is more about how much they dislike the other side than how much they like their own side. In other 
words, intense animosity toward the other side beats love toward your own side.

The Media 

o In media, negative stories (e.g., crime, corruption, disaster) drive 
engagement much more than positive stories, and this amplifies 
polarization. 

o Social media has allowed people to form “bubbles,” in which 
they surround themselves with people and news outlets that 

Curious about how social media 
promotes formation of “bubbles”?

This short clip offers an explanation:
https://youtu.be/pT-k1kDIRnw

(Runtime 2:38)

The first is Lex Fridman’s interview of Mark Zuckerberg: 
https://youtu.be/5zOHSysMmH0

(Runtime 2:00:13) 

The second is his interview of Jonathan Haidt, responding 
to Zuckerberg:

https://youtu.be/f0un-l1L8Zw 
(Runtime 1:42:06)

are likeminded and easily avoid diverse viewpoints. These bubbles are amplified by social media 
algorithms.

o The anonymity of social media allows people to express incivility and intense animosity in ways 
they would not express in-person, creating a norm that it is okay to be uncivil.

These psychological tendencies are not new, so why has polarization increased in recent years? 

Societal Trends

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/social-sciences/social-categorization
https://www.spring.org.uk/2023/01/social-identity-theory.php
https://www.spring.org.uk/2023/01/social-identity-theory.php
https://youtu.be/jOjIAiJCNIk
https://youtu.be/OQGIgohunVw 
https://youtu.be/Bq_xYSOZrgU 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/illusory-correlation#:~:text=Illusory%20correlation%20is%20the%20tendency,Hamilton%20%26%20Gifford%2C%201976).
https://www.nature.com/articles/palcomms201786
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/%28SICI%291099-0992%28199609%2926%3A5%3C799%3A%3AAID-EJSP796%3E3.0.CO%3B2-O
https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/biased_assimilation#:~:text=Biased%20assimilation%20is%20the%20tendency,discounting%20information%20that%20contradicts%20it.
https://www.simplypsychology.org/confirmation-bias.html
https://academic.oup.com/joc/article-abstract/60/3/556/4098564
https://academic.oup.com/joc/article-abstract/60/3/556/4098564
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11109-019-09545-w
https://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=R29RDwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PR5&dq=info:XE0rUKnK3ewJ:scholar.google.com&ots=CPVE9K7yqg&sig=aayQHNQWkX1t2hynjK51nW_MidA#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0261379415001857
https://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=Ii9f5Y8O_z0C&oi=fnd&pg=PR7&ots=UDE-E8qZQB&sig=DmrLOp8aRGv0-kSKAaSPUMJ-U7U#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11109-016-9354-8
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11109-016-9354-8
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0956797615594620?journalCode=pssa
https://youtu.be/pT-k1kDIRnw
https://youtu.be/5zOHSysMmH0 
https://youtu.be/f0un-l1L8Zw  
https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/aer.20191777
https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/aer.20191777
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/17512786.2013.813194
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0894439320985527?journalCode=ssce
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o Social media is an environment ripe for circulation of fake 
news and misinformation. The prevalence of fake news can be 
overstated. For example, fake news accounts for about 6% of all 
news consumption on X/Twitter, and most fake news consumed 
and shared is due to just a small percentage of users, largely 
those over age 65. However, there is profit to be made by 
propagating fake news since viral posts generate advertising 
revenue, and so a small handful of fake news generators can 
have significant effects on public discourse and people’s beliefs. 

o The more fake news is repeated, the more believable it 
becomes.

o Why do people keep sharing fake news? Research has shown two 
important reasons: a) lack of critical thinking and b) desires to 
harm political outgroups. When people despise the other side, 

Why do people fall 
for misinformation?

 This video offers an explanation:
https://youtu.be/hz6GULbowAk 

(Runtime 5:15)

 Have you ever wondered if there is 
historical precedent for the current 

fake news phenomenon?
Niall Ferguson has a surprising—but 

interesting—answer:
https://youtu.be/yLiPPtxKRAA

(Runtime 5:22)

they are more inclined to share negative news about them even if it is not trustworthy.

o Foreign nations have utilized social media to spread misinformation to amplify polarization and 
destabilize the American political system. 

o Finally, news coverage has become increasingly nationalized over time, meaning there is less 
coverage of local political issues. This has been tied to polarization as politicians have only national 
party cues to go off of when deciding how to vote on bills. These national cues tend to be geared 
toward ideological extremes rather than the practical, on-the-ground solutions affecting people’s 
everyday lives.

 What’s the “doom loop”?
Lee Drutman, who coined the phrase, 
explains the concept in a short video:

https://youtu.be/koQD3q_dGLk
(Runtime 4:41) 

and a longer video:
https://youtu.be/t_5aoxSx30M

(Runtime 53:51)

The American Political System

o The U.S. has “winner-take-all” elections, which means there 
is only one winner of an election, and they represent the entire 
constituency. This is different than proportional representation, 
whereby elected officials are granted a proportion of 
representation based on their vote share. America’s winner-take-
all system is argued to help prevent small extremist groups from 
winning elections, but it also ensures a two-party system and 

is argued to increase polarization, as well as a “two-party doom loop” where radical minority 
groups control government rather than the majority of the public.

o Party “machines” are the organizations that run political parties (e.g., Democrats and Republicans). 
Although not as powerful in controlling elections as in the past, these “machines” still control 
nominations and endorsements in state legislatures in a way that favors extreme candidates. In 
other words, “the party decides” which of its elected members will be making decisions and which 
will be relegated to menial tasks. 

o Legislative process consists of the rules and guidelines that determine how Congress operates, 
such as how leaders of each party are chosen and who chooses who gets to sit on which committees. 
Some have argued that today’s legislative process, dominated largely by the Speaker of the House 
and Senate Majority Leader, contributes to polarization in Congress.

Economic Conditions

o Interestingly, wealth inequality has been shown consistently to lead to greater polarization at the 
state and local level as party differences are more likely to reflect conflicts over resources between 
the wealthy and the poor.

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.aau2706?fbclid=IwAR0XJcAOmdaQ0xmk-kdedz4ZkJZRLVS-9JTaS6iiRMBYd5GmCJ_GHpt2W2Q&utm_campaign=SciMag&utm_medium=Facebook&utm_source=JHubbard
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.aau2706?fbclid=IwAR0XJcAOmdaQ0xmk-kdedz4ZkJZRLVS-9JTaS6iiRMBYd5GmCJ_GHpt2W2Q&utm_campaign=SciMag&utm_medium=Facebook&utm_source=JHubbard
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.aau4586
https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257%2Fjep.31.2.211&fbclid=IwAR04My3aiycypMJKSI58e84gDvdrodsB9fqCycH9YfepWDDDwT--fZnVPvo;%20https://www.nyu.edu/about/news-publications/news/2019/january/fake-news-shared-by-very-few--but-those-over-65-more-likely-to-p.html
https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257%2Fjep.31.2.211&fbclid=IwAR04My3aiycypMJKSI58e84gDvdrodsB9fqCycH9YfepWDDDwT--fZnVPvo;%20https://www.nyu.edu/about/news-publications/news/2019/january/fake-news-shared-by-very-few--but-those-over-65-more-likely-to-p.html
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3144139
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3144139
https://psycnet.apa.org/manuscript/2018-46919-001.pdf
https://psycnet.apa.org/manuscript/2018-46919-001.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S001002771830163X
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/american-political-science-review/article/abs/partisan-polarization-is-the-primary-psychological-motivation-behind-political-fake-news-sharing-on-twitter/3F7D2098CD87AE5501F7AD4A7FA83602
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/american-political-science-review/article/abs/partisan-polarization-is-the-primary-psychological-motivation-behind-political-fake-news-sharing-on-twitter/3F7D2098CD87AE5501F7AD4A7FA83602
https://youtu.be/hz6GULbowAk  
https://youtu.be/yLiPPtxKRAA 
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/analysis-shows-russian-and-chinese-backed-efforts-to-sow-division-after-trump-indictment
https://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=ZYlZDwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PR5&ots=emfDZ9pMcI&sig=OkHmiqKyKziLyGvGEX5DNKuLJ9Q#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/ps-political-science-and-politics/article/what-is-and-isnt-causing-polarization-in-modern-state-legislatures/552C22D3FD93A16BB79602F8E4E0477C
https://youtu.be/koQD3q_dGLk 
https://youtu.be/t_5aoxSx30M 
https://ballotpedia.org/Winner-take-all
https://ballotpedia.org/Proportional_representation
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/19/us/politics/redistricting-gerrymandering.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/19/us/politics/redistricting-gerrymandering.html
https://books.google.com/books?id=1sHADwAAQBAJ
https://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=6kY_DwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PP8&dq=info:q2Znnig6b4gJ:scholar.google.com&ots=8a4mOKyn-V&sig=xJbwO_6pGRGaDuZ986BFrcgDyik#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://www.house.gov/the-house-explained/the-legislative-process
https://gai.georgetown.edu/its-congresss-fault-how-congress-polarizes-america/
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2649215
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CONSEQUENCES OF POLARIZATION 

HOW TO REDUCE POLARIZATION AND BRING BACK POWER TO THE PEOPLE

 In conclusion, it is clear that polarization is real, comes from a variety of sources, and has numerous 
severe negative outcomes. So, how might we reduce it? 

 First, it is important to look at some potential solutions that seemed promising at first but have 
yet to bear much fruit. Some institutional changes often thought to be remedies for polarization have 
actually been shown to have little or no effect, or even create greater polarization. 

Curious about how polarization 
affects attitudes about American 

democracy?
This short video offers some 

sobering answers.
https://youtu.be/GmLwgdtF930

(Runtime 4:16)

From The Smithsonian:
In September 1796 after two terms as president, George Washington presented his Farewell Address to the 
country he had served for more than 20 years. 
Published in the Philadelphia newspaper, The American Daily Advertiser, the Farewell Address was 
Washington's final advice to his countrymen. He urged all Americans to support their newly formed nation 
and to put aside regional or party divisions, saying: "Your Union ought to be considered as a main prop of 
your liberty, the love of the one ought to endear to you the preservation of the other."

 Affective polarization means having negative feelings toward those with differing political views, 
but it is also associated with some more severe consequences, such as:

o Desire to distance oneself from members of the other party socially (e.g., being uncomfortable with 
the idea of a child marrying a member of the other party) and physically (e.g., wanting not to live in 
neighborhoods with many members of the other party).  

o Biased evaluations of individuals even when politics is not relevant, such as when evaluating the 
resumes of candidates for a job. 

o Dehumanization of the other side, whereby people literally see political outgroup members as less 
than human.

o Taking delight in harm (including but not limited to physical harm) being done to members of the 
other party.

o Support for political violence is also correlated with affective polarization.

• That said, support for actual political violence is quite rare, but most violent conflicts and even 
civil wars consist of sporadic acts of violence by small radicalized groups, and so small effects are 
likely meaningful here and can lead to prolonged conflicts.   

o Partisan motivated reasoning (i.e., justifying facts and reality in ways consistent with protecting 
one’s political worldview) and behavior (including responses to the COVID-19 pandemic).

o Some evidence even suggests political polarization has negative health effects, such as anxiety, 
depression, and sleep disorders.

Aside from direct effects from those on the extremes, indirect effects of 
polarization on those in the middle have been noted as well. 

o Among moderates and Independents, the effects of polarization 
are more mixed. Some argue it has encouraged them to become 
engaged in politics, whereas others the divide between parties 
has alienated an increasingly large middle. 

o People are innately motivated to “justify the system” and see 
whatever currently exists as ideal. Yet historically, the “middle” shifts, and so believing “the truth is 
somewhere in the middle” often leads to continuation of the status quo, which can be problematic 
(think of what “the middle” was during the times of slavery or when women were not able to vote).

https://youtu.be/GmLwgdtF930 
https://academic.oup.com/poq/article-abstract/83/1/114/5486527
https://www.taylorfrancis.com/chapters/edit/10.4324/9781315644387-2/liberals-conservatives-geographically-dividing-matt-motyl
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/ajps.12152
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/ajps.12152
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11109-019-09545-w
https://www.dannyhayes.org/uploads/6/9/8/5/69858539/kalmoe___mason_ncapsa_2019_-_lethal_partisanship_-_final_lmedit.pdf
https://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=TkR3EAAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PP8&dq=mason+kalmoe+political&ots=NQSB_n6a2W&sig=vkXlQZHtwHhJszBsCsS9KEvs664#v=onepage&q=mason%20kalmoe%20political&f=false
https://www.pnas.org/doi/abs/10.1073/pnas.2116870119
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2352154619301317
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11109-019-09559-4
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-020-01012-5
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0277953621003087
https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/10.1017/s0022381608080493.pdf?casa_token=xsJXPFO_YlIAAAAA:O3O3xdkInhhu2i3s8fcvj01mFtbc5cyW_UCOT-G5p8MwqUV2nVe7z0B_liFBu_QZKUFCs1xt9rnSppkJHB3m2m04wBzU1UpDkEumLdkYPYzUHHZaF9Q
https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/10.1017/s0022381608080493.pdf?casa_token=xsJXPFO_YlIAAAAA:O3O3xdkInhhu2i3s8fcvj01mFtbc5cyW_UCOT-G5p8MwqUV2nVe7z0B_liFBu_QZKUFCs1xt9rnSppkJHB3m2m04wBzU1UpDkEumLdkYPYzUHHZaF9Q
https://politicalscience.stanford.edu/publications/culture-war-myth-polarized-america-3rd-edition
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1467-9221.2004.00402.x
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o Many have called for redistricting reforms to reduce partisan bias 
in how districts are drawn (i.e., gerrymandering), which is argued 
to encourage extreme candidates. However, such reforms such as 
using independent commissions to redraw districts rather than a 
party-controlled state legislature have actually shown little to no 
effect on polarization. In some cases, independent commissions 
have even been associated with greater polarization. 

o Open primaries have often been seen as preferable to closed 
primaries (in which only registered party members can vote in 
the primary) because moderates then have much less of a say in 
who the final two candidates are. However, research shows little 
to no relationship between open primaries and polarization, 
likely because moderates tend not to vote in primaries even 
when permitted to. 

Now, to solutions that have shown promise:

Bringing People Together

o Common Ingroup Identities: highlighting broader, 
“superordinate” groups that we all belong to (e.g., Americans) 

Interested in stopping the spread of 
misinformation? The first step is to 
learn how to identify misinformation 

and stop spreading it.

This series of short videos about 
online verification skills may help.

Introductory Video 
https://youtu.be/yBU2sDlUbp8

(Runtime 3:13)

Investigate the Source:
https://youtu.be/hB6qjIxKltA

(Runtime 2:44)

Find the Original Source
https://youtu.be/tRZ-N3OvvUs 

(Runtime 1:33)

Look for Trusted Work 
https://youtu.be/wJG7kFmS0FE

(Runtime 4:10)

Curious about what kinds 
of intergroup contact are 

effective? America in One Room 
experimented with a weekend of 

deliberative discussions.
Watch this to find out more about 

the results:
https://youtu.be/BSyhCHYH9DU

(Runtime 4:30)

over “subordinate” groups that are fighting (e.g., Republicans and Democrats) can help reduce 
conflict between subordinate groups.

o Correcting Misperceptions: Informing people that the other side is not as extreme or hateful as 
they may have thought reduces affective polarization.

o Accuracy prompts on social media: Brief reminders to remember 
the importance of accuracy and the truth can reduce the power of 
misinformation. 

o Intergroup Contact: Negative feelings toward the outgroup can 
be reduced via contact between the groups (as long as certain 
conditions are met: 1) the two groups share power equally, 2) 
they work toward common goals, and 3) their cooperation is 
institutionally supported). 

o Perspective-Taking and Storytelling: Encouraging perspective-
taking and stories emphasizing the humanness of members of the outgroup may reduce 
affective polarization. In fact, believing that empathy is beneficial for reducing polarization can, 
itself, reduce polarization. 

o Emphasizing the Fragility of Democracy: Showing instances of violence and repression that 
tend to co-occur with collapsing democracies (e.g., Venezuela, Turkey) can bolster support for the 
foundations of democracy such as elections.

o It is important to be explicit about the outcomes you want to influence. Some research suggests that 
the interventions that tend to decrease animosity toward the other side do not necessarily affect 
support for violence or democratic processes. In other words, different interventions work for 
different outcomes.

Changing the Rules/Laws

o As an alternative to “winner-take-all” elections, some have called for ranked choice voting, in which 
voters rank the candidates in order or preference and then runoff elections are held until one wins 
a clear majority, as a way to reduce the likelihood of extreme candidates winning and increase 
representation of people whose views are not represented by the extremes. 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/ps-political-science-and-politics/article/abs/gerrymanderers-are-coming-legislative-redistricting-wont-affect-competition-or-polarization-much-no-matter-who-does-it/89F49B2029DBE6A8F755B06B909454F1
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/ps-political-science-and-politics/article/abs/gerrymanderers-are-coming-legislative-redistricting-wont-affect-competition-or-polarization-much-no-matter-who-does-it/89F49B2029DBE6A8F755B06B909454F1
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/ajps.12070
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/ajps.12070
https://www.vox.com/mischiefs-of-faction/2018/6/29/17509868/how-colorados-unaffiliated-voted
https://www.vox.com/mischiefs-of-faction/2018/6/29/17509868/how-colorados-unaffiliated-voted
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/693987
https://youtu.be/yBU2sDlUbp8 
https://youtu.be/hB6qjIxKltA 
https://youtu.be/tRZ-N3OvvUs  
https://youtu.be/wJG7kFmS0FE 
https://youtu.be/BSyhCHYH9DU 
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/715603
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-30073-5
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-30073-5
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10584609.2020.1760406
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10584609.2020.1760406
https://ojs.aaai.org/index.php/ICWSM/article/view/19343
https://ojs.aaai.org/index.php/ICWSM/article/view/19343
https://www.strengtheningdemocracychallenge.org/paper
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/09567976221098594?journalCode=pssa
https://www.strengtheningdemocracychallenge.org/paper
https://www.strengtheningdemocracychallenge.org/paper
https://www.strengtheningdemocracychallenge.org/paper
https://www.cogitatiopress.com/politicsandgovernance/article/view/4385
https://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=_FO_DwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PP1&dq=breaking+the+two+party&ots=26G9p3GIf1&sig=aDHdAeZtDekDj4m4OUHDX09o-pw#v=onepage&q=breaking%20the%20two%20party&f=false
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o Money in politics is argued to play a significant role in driving candidates to extremes. Although 
PACs tend to be somewhat less ideological in goals, individual contributors are generally more 
ideologically extreme and can incentivize extremism. 

Does the divide between the rich and 
the poor really matter that much? 

Expert on the topic, Nolan McCarty 
explains in this brief clip:
https://www.c-span.org/

video/?c4686834/economic-
inequality-political-polarization 

(Runtime 1:38)

o Relatedly, the relationship between wealth inequality and 
polarization is clear. As American politics becomes more 
about the “haves” versus the “have nots,” we should expect 
polarization to increase, and so we should also expect reduced 
inequality to reduce polarization. 

o Some have traced increased congressional polarization 
to the increased power of congressional leaders such as 
the Speaker of the House and Senate Majority Leader, and so 
reforms aimed at decentralizing power in Congress may allow 
for more diversity in views at the elite level.  

o Local newspapers have been associated with lower levels of polarization, and so a shift toward 
local rather than just national news may reduce how much rhetoric is focused on broad, ideological 
principles rather than local issues. 

Wondering about actions you can take as an individual?

The Bridging Differences Playbook, published by the Greater Good Science Center, offers a user-friendly 
instruction manual with research-based strategies to promote positive dialogue and understanding.  
See https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/images/uploads/Bridging_Differences_Playbook-Final.pdf.  

Or peruse the many articles, podcasts, and  short videos on the Greater Good Science Center site.
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/topic/bridging_differences/definition#how-bridge-differences

https://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Shared Documents/conferences/2014-strategy-research/Republic%2C Lost.pdf
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/ajps.12014
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/683453
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/683453
https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4686834/economic-inequality-political-polarization
https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4686834/economic-inequality-political-polarization
https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4686834/economic-inequality-political-polarization
https://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=58mpCwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PR7&dq=mccarty+poole+rosenthal&ots=Z4O96gA_Dt&sig=u8DlROqhJM4bJVjcJ8mKMrIGtLo#v=onepage&q=mccarty%20poole%20rosenthal&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=58mpCwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PR7&dq=mccarty+poole+rosenthal&ots=Z4O96gA_Dt&sig=u8DlROqhJM4bJVjcJ8mKMrIGtLo#v=onepage&q=mccarty%20poole%20rosenthal&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=-cxoAgAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PP1&dq=therault+speaker+majority+leader&ots=xdYcoQTbja&sig=afTARERVGGKwAlqvtmdLYjBbgd8#v=onepage&q=therault%20speaker%20majority%20leader&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=-cxoAgAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PP1&dq=therault+speaker+majority+leader&ots=xdYcoQTbja&sig=afTARERVGGKwAlqvtmdLYjBbgd8#v=onepage&q=therault%20speaker%20majority%20leader&f=false
https://www.cambridge.org/core/elements/abs/home-style-opinion/646C3D86BDCB2E370CEB0A5D51083171
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/images/uploads/Bridging_Differences_Playbook-Final.pdf
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/topic/bridging_differences/definition#how-bridge-differences

